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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO8304273A1] The yarn feeding apparatus for the positive supply of a plurality of yarns to a circular mechanism of a circular knitting
machine comprises fingers arranged in the circular mechanism for collecting and conveying the yarn to a knitting position or withdrawing it from this
position, and supply devices provided, each of them, with a yarn transport element (4, 5) and yarn guiding elements (6) which are movable between
a supply zone wherein the yarn is in mesh with the transport element and a non-supply zone. For each guiding element there is provided an electric
position detector (7) which delivers an electric signal as a function of the guiding element position. Yarn faults which could lead to damages in the
finished product, if the knitting machine was not stopped in time, are detected since each detector (7) always produces either a signal indicating
the supply zone when the guiding element (6) is within that zone, or a signal indicating the non-supply zone when the guiding element is within that
zone, and since the detectors (7) are connected to an electric logic unit to control the shut off of the knitting machine. To this effect, the logic unit
response to a combination of signals from all detectors, which combination is representative of the breakage of the yarn and/or a yarn oversupply
and/or a yarn change fault.
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